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 Edit



TG1


	 [00:05:14 - 00:05:17]  Siggraph/dancer testing linas garment/normal light


	 [00:50:20 - 00:05:23]  Siggraph/dancer testing linas garment/normal light


	 [00:06:07 - 00:10:12]  Siggraph/dancer performing in linas garment/woman without costume, balloons around


	 [00:10:12 - 00:12:00]  Siggraph/2 players with linas and cynthias garments/playing with the balloons


	 [00:13:34 - 00:15:37]  Siggraph/cynthias garment/blue light/plying with the ball


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:23]  Siggraph/2 players/no projections/can see well garments/p walks very funny


	 [00:00:05 - 00:00:23]  Siggraph/2 players moving slowly


	 [00:02:22 - 00:02:39]  Siggraph/ player with cynthias costume/moving in funny way, like robot/normal light


	 [00:02:49 - 00:03:57]  Siggraph/2 men playing with balloons


	 [00:04:26 - 00:05:46]  Siggraph/2jap. players/blue light/moving very slowly/good visibility


	 [00:06:00 - 00:07:04]  Siggraph/2 girls dancing, very funy movements







 Edit



TG2


	 [00:00:00:00 - 01:00:00:00] Tgarden in Linz/ interviews







 Edit



TG3


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:12] Linz/camera from the top filming players/green floor/very big contrast/green-black/


	 [00:02:12 - 00:05:13] Linz/camera from the top filming players/blue floor/close up/big contrast


	 [00:05:14 - 00:08:15] Linz/camera from the top filming players/blue floor/big contrast/les details


	 [00:08:15 - 00:08:47] Linz/view from the tv screen/2 players/ looks like old movie/nice


	 [00:08:47 - 00:10:56] Linz/view from the tv screen/from the camera from the top/ blue floor/distance


	 [00:10:56 - 00:11:06] Linz/view from the tv screen/looks like old movie







 Edit



TG4




[–:–:– - –:–:–] Broken





 Edit



TG5


	 [00:00:00:00 - 01:00:00:00] Tgarden in Linz/ interviews







 Edit



TG6


	 [00:24:02 - 00:26:10] Linz/2players in the space


	 [00:49:29 - 00:50:00] Linz/player with pegies costume jumping/ big grits visuals on the floor







 Edit



TG7




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–] V2/Rotterdam - broken





 Edit



txOom





 Edit



TX1


	 [00:03:57 - 00:06:08] Torino/lots of players, filmed from distance. can see 2 wall and the floor + balloons


	 [00:08:06 - 00:08:33] Torino/Hiaz testing space surrounded by balloons


	 [00:09:52 - 00:10:00] Torino/Hiaz testing space surrounded by balloons and them shadows


	 [00:10:21 - 00:11:11] Torino/one player/shacking balloons/big white floor


	 [00:12:00 - 00:12:48] Torino/children in the space


	 [00:15:21 - 00:15:51] Torino/one player turning around with the balloons costume


	 [00:22:35 - 00:26:13] Torino/2 refugee girls going crazy in the space


	 [00:09:44 - 00:12:29] Holland/cocky going up on kites







 Edit



TX2


	 [00:00:00:00 - 01:00:00:00] Time's Up in Kibla (not for FoAM DVD )







 Edit



TX3


	 [00:00:00:00 - 01:00:00:00] Time's Up in Kibla (not for FoAM DVD )







 Edit



TX4


	 [00:03:15 - 00:05:57] Brussels-Symposium/ Tims presentation/diagrams


	 [00:14:54 - 00:15:30] Brussels-Symposium/ Tims presentation/video


	 [00:15:40 - 00:16:20] Brussels-Symposium/ Tims presentation/video







 Edit



TX5


	 [00:00:54 - 00:26:19] Brussels-Symposium/Total time of Michels performance


	 [00:02:16 - 00:04:07] Brussels-Symposium/Michels explanation about his glove instrument


	 [00:04:09 - 00:06:29] Brussels-Symposium/first play with glove instrument


	 [00:06:46 - 00:14:32] Brussels-Symposium/total time of second play


	 [00:09:57 - 00:10:25] Brussels-Symposium/closeup of him playing/hands/


	 [00:13:03 - 00:14:32] Brussels-Symposium/closeup/side view


	 [00:18:40 - 00:23:39] Brussels-Symposium/close up of third play


	 [00:23:40 - 00:26:19] Brussels-Symposium/interaction with the odiance


	 [00:26:19 - 00:41:36] Brussels-Symposium/him talking


	 [00:04:20 - 00:05:21] Brussels-Symposium/Nik spresentation/drawing little people on the systam map


	 [00:06:23 - 00:06:45] Brussels-Symposium/Nik/explenation of deagrams


	 [00:08:10 - 00:08:39] Brussels-Symposium/Nik/explenation of deagrams


	 [00:10:52 - 00:12:22] Brussels-Symposium/Yons presentation


	 [00:12:50 - 00:14:02] Brussels-Symposium/Yons presentation


	 [00:14:18 - 00:16:36] Brussels-Symposium/Yons presentation







 Edit



TX6


	 [00:00:40 - 00:02:03] Great Yarmouth/Maja/front view/wall creature/testing


	 [00:02:04 - 00:02:24] Great Yarmouth/Maja/side view/wall creature/testing


	 [00:01:17 - 00:02:30] Great Yarmouth/Maja/side view/wall creature/testing


	 [00:35:09 - 00:35:25] Great Yarmouth/txoom opening/ Nat writing on sias skirt


	 [00:41:24 - 00:42:15] Great Yarmouth/txoom opening/writing on sias skirt


	 [00:52:07 - 00:52:58] Great Yarmouth/txoom opening/chines love letter on sias skirt







 Edit



TX7


	 [00:00:00 - 00:18:05] Great Yarmouth/txoom after official opening


	 [00:18:05 - 00:24:37] Great Yarmouth/space in action/4 cameras docum.


	 [00:24:38 - 00:25:25] Great Yarmouth/break, puting people in space/lights on


	 [00:25:25 - 00:37:32] Great Yarmouth/play


	 [00:37:32 - 00:45:00] Great Yarmouth/break


	 [00:45:00 - 00:51:09] Great Yarmouth/play


	 [00:51:10 - 00:55:40] Great Yarmouth/break







 Edit



TX8





 Edit



TX9





 Edit



TX10





 Edit



TX11





 Edit



TRG





 Edit



TR1


	 [00:00:13 - 00:02:08] TRG/BRU.office/cocky testings helmet with particle system on it


	 [00:02:09 - 00:03:25] TRG/BRU.office/inside the silk helmet


	 [00:02:26 - 00:04:40] TRG/BRU.office/2 Helmets/elephant and silk/


	 [00:06:09 - 00:06:56] TRG/BRU.office/pix inside elephant helmet


	 [00:06:56 - 00:09:52] TRG/BRU.office/rubber blob/first testing/3 people


	 [00:09:53 - 00:10:17] TRG/BRU.office/testing tentacles/hanging in studio with lina in between


	 [00:00:01 - 00:14:31] TRG/BRU.office/filming different textures of silicon balloons and yellow material covered by silicon


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:34] TRG/Kibla/tentacles in empty gallery/day light


	 [00:00:35 - 00:00:44] TRG/Kibla/helmet test/theun/close up


	 [00:00:49 - 00:01:15] TRG/Kibla/tentacles/day light


	 [00:01:16 - 00:01:58] TRG/Kibla/helmet test/theun/


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:40] TRG/Kibla/already stretched space/dark/no visuals yet


	 [00:00:41 - 00:01:30] TRG/Kibla/already stretched space/with projections on


	 [00:01:30 - 00:02:17] TRG/Kibla/little pool with visuals+blue light


	 [00:02:18 - 00:02:26] TRG/Kibla/blue tree forest


	 [00:02:26 - 00:02:37] TRG/Kibla/little pool with visuals+fat column


	 [00:02:38 - 00:05:37] TRG/Kibla/2 people on the little pool doing stuff(opening night)


	 [00:05:37 - 00:06:43] TRG/Kibla/Blob surface with visuals on it/very nice/


	 [00:06:43 - 00:07:07] TRG/Kibla/floor surface with projections from blob side+some tentacles


	 [00:07:08 - 00:07:25] TRG/Kibla/tentacles inf.+projections/blue/


	 [00:07:25 - 00:07:43] TRG/Kibla/projected julians tentacles on to lycra/little pool+column


	 [00:07:43 - 00:08:14] TRG/Kibla/just projected tentacles


	 [00:08:14 - 00:11:45] TRG/Kibla/space view from the 1st section+forest+floor and back to the middle/projected visuals


	 [00:12:34 - 00:14:51] TRG/Kibla/fat column surface and trees from very close up/tactile surface investigation.


	 [00:14:52 - 00:16:48] TRG/Kibla/one elegant tree from close up/ silicone texture


	 [00:17:10 - 00:17:54] TRG/Kibla/trees up to the ceilings from different sides


	 [00:17:54 - 00:19:06] TRG/Kibla/inf. tentacles corner


	 [00:21:34 - 00:23:01] TRG/Kibla/projection on the blob+ view to the forest space


	 [00:23:24 - 00:24:11] TRG/Kibla/tentacles+trees combination


	 [00:24:36 - 00:24:50] TRG/Kibla/general space view from the enrance side


	 [00:24:50 - 00:24:50] TRG/Kibla/general view from the top/corner


	 [00:24:57 - 00:25:38] TRG/Kibla/hanging helmets/send bags/sias 'office'


	 [00:26:40 - 00:29:02] TRG/Kibla/space with the people inside/sia filming persone in the forest/people next to the entrance







 Edit



TR2


	 [00:00:00 - 01:00:00] TRG-Time's up 2004/ lunch time lecture with Tina Gonsalves







 Edit



TR3


	 [00:00:18 - 00:01:20] TRG workshop/Halloy/ inflating two big structures


	 [00:01:25 - 00:02:58] TRG workshop/Halloy/ maja filming inside one of inflatables/maja walking inside inf.


	 [00:04:16 - 00:06:26] TRG workshop/Halloy/ children playing inside of inf.


	 [00:07:32 - 00:08:32] TRG workshop/Halloy/ children playing inside of inf./2 of them standing out side


	 [00:09:10 - 00:10:04] TRG workshop/Halloy/ children playing inside of inf.


	 [00:10:13 - 00:11:15] TRG workshop/Halloy/ children playing with the inf.







 Edit



TR4


	 [00:00:00 - 00:32:42] XMEDK/Halloy/last day


	 [00:00:07 - 00:00:51] TRG workshop/Halloy/cocky inside of inflatable with the spring


	 [00:02:37 - 00:03:09] TRG workshop/Halloy/cocky and theun playing with inflatables in the yard


	 [00:03:16 - 00:29:48] TRG workshop/Halloy/brainstorming of TRG concept/maja telling the story with her hands







 Edit



TR5


	 [00:00:05 - 00:05:46] TRG/Kibla/sia massaging children


	 [00:05:47 - 00:10:20] TRG/Kibla/children inside the space


	 [00:15:08 - 00:15:39] TRG/Kibla/children on the blob


	 [00:15:40 - 00:16:38] TRG/Kibla/children and them teacher playing with the trees


	 [00:16:48 - 00:18:14] TRG/Kibla/children/blob and tentacles and trees+ they playing with visuals on the floor


	 [00:19:29 - 00:22:25] TRG/Kibla/sia massaging the children


	 [00:22:26 - 00:22:44] TRG/Kibla/one child in the space leaded by petra+in trees


	 [00:22:44 - 00:23:05] TRG/Kibla/another child in the entrance with teacher helping


	 [00:23:05 - 00:23:59] TRG/Kibla/child int he space, in the blob, you can see all space filmed from the 1st part/see other two coming as well.


	 [00:28:01 - 00:28:08] TRG/Kibla/child playing with the tree. more of them around+ petra


	 [00:28:09 - 00:29:08] TRG/Kibla/sias location, cocky explaining to one boy about space and blind folding him, leading inside


	 [00:29:09 - 00:32:48] TRG/Kibla/children on the blob+tentacle visuals/blind folded


	 [00:32:50 - 00:33:21] TRG/Kibla/ch. in the tentacles+trees+pool/two teachers watching them


	 [00:33:22 - 00:35:12] TRG/Kibla/children putting shoes on/after space.


	 [00:35:13 - 00:36:23] TRG/Kibla/children looking from under the lycra, sia giving massage


	 [00:36:23 - 00:38:44] TRG/Kibla/child going in to the space alone/ after more coming in, exploring the space, filmed from entrance/blind folded


	 [00:40:15 - 00:41:02] TRG/Kibla/lots of children exploring the space, filmed from entrance/blind folded


	 [00:41:03 - 00:41:53] TRG/Kibla/one girl in the blob pool/alone/very nice one child playing with the tree/blind folded


	 [00:41:54 - 00:43:48] TRG/Kibla/lots of children in action: in the trees, on the blob, everywhere in the space/bits of everything.


	 [00:45:36 - 00:50:32] TRG/Kibla/children on the blob filmed from sub corner


	 [00:50:46 - 00:53:20] TRG/Kibla/Jo playing for children


	 [00:53:20 - 00:57:53] TRG/Kibla/sia+hans massage session/adults


	 [00:58:44 - 00:59:32] TRG/Kibla/one girl wondering in the space


	 [00:59:32 - 01:02:32] TRG/Kibla/sia reading fortune from the fut with hans of her side/close up/







 Edit



TR6


	 [00:00:24 - 00:04:58] TRG/Kibla/baby in the space


	 [00:05:01 - 00:06:48] TRG/Kibla/textile schoolgirls with sia/


	 [00:06:51 - 00:07:41] TRG/Kibla/textile girls inside the space with the helmets


	 [00:07:42 - 00:08:52] TRG/Kibla/space and people wondering inside, filmed from the 1st part of the space


	 [00:08:53 - 00:09:14] TRG/Kibla/sia and 3textiles girls siting in jakuzy, blind folded


	 [00:09:14 - 00:09:27] TRG/Kibla/2 people wondering around in the space


	 [00:09:28 - 00:11:53] TRG/Kibla/sia making massage  and reading from the girls foot/filmed from the top/helmet procedure


	 [00:11:54 - 00:14:49] TRG/Kibla/one girl entering the space, walking in the forest, wondering around/filmed bit out of focus


	 [00:14:50 - 00:15:46] TRG/Kibla/projections on the floor


	 [00:15:46 - 00:17:52] TRG/Kibla/foam people getting relaxed in the bar


	 [00:17:53 - 00:19:16] TRG/Kibla/sias procedures with the children/birthday boy/black girl in jakuzy/sia reading fortune


	 [00:19:17 - 00:22:12] TRG/Kibla/children in the space. playing with the tentacles/blind folded, some boy dragging tentacle out to the entrance


	 [00:23:50 - 00:25:41] TRG/Kibla/boys on the blob, blind fold+3 people with helmets wondering around


	 [00:27:01 - 00:27:55] TRG/Kibla/girl on the blob, filmed in between two columns


	 [00:29:45 - 00:31:13] TRG/Kibla/new person entering the space, filmed from inside bouncing on little pool/2people with the helmets on the blob/closeup-nice


	 [00:31:14 - 00:32:50] TRG/Kibla/party time/has dj-ing/closeup


	 [00:32:50 - 00:39:53] TRG/Kibla/sia dj-ing


	 [00:39:53 - 00:43:09] TRG/Kibla/blue-pink images on the blob with the person on it(nik) trying to get out of the blob corner/feeling the column.


	 [00:43:44 - 00:59:39] TRG/Kibla/pink-blue images on the little pool/no people just images/lines/maja filming after closing of installation/helmet alone in the space.


	 [00:59:58 - 01:00:04] TRG/Kibla/empty sias office place







 Edit



TR7


	 [00:00:01 - 00:01:43] TRG/Kibla/sia at the opening night/first day


	 [00:01:43 - 00:05:01] TRG/Kibla/2 people getting very exited/in the beginning of the entrance


	 [00:05:01 - 00:07:37] TRG/Kibla/the little girl and the giant from the fairytale/mother with 2 children/children going under the lycra/has pink-blue image


	 [00:07:51 - 00:11:49] TRG/Kibla/2 people in the space around the blob/wondering/nice


	 [00:11:50 - 00:18:52] TRG/Kibla/jarusalem dinner


	 [00:18:53 - 00:24:47] TRG/Kibla/filming empty space/cocky and theun was there for 2 sec. space from different sides


	 [00:24:48 - 00:34:10] TRG/Kibla/cocky preparing one participant for massage+one girl/full session-massage-fortune reading and act.


	 [00:34:11 - 00:53:45] TRG/Kibla/the same girl alone in the space, exploring everything very carefully. after some time 'info' girl coming in. playing with the beans


	 [00:53:50 - 00:54:35] TRG/Kibla/cocky is taking the helmet of the girl


	 [00:54:38 - 00:55:02] TRG/Kibla/girl is back in to the space without the helmet


	 [00:55:03 - 00:56:56] TRG/Kibla/cocky and girl talking about her experience


	 [00:56:56 - 01:01:32] TRG/Kibla/other players sitting in the jakuzies, sia.


	 [01:01:33 - 01:02:02] TRG/Kibla/projections on the floor


	 [01:02:02 - 01:02:31] TRG/Kibla/peters arrival, maja dancing







 Edit



TR8


	 [00:00:01 - 00:07:32] TRG/Kibla/maja fencing/peter joining the club


	 [00:07:33 - 00:08:30] TRG/Kibla/sia massaging little black girl and her brother


	 [00:08:30 - 00:10:29] TRG/Kibla/little b.girl playing with stretch sensors and her brother


	 [00:10:30 - 00:17:00] TRG/Kibla/peters preparation for space experience/sia dressing up


	 [00:17:08 - 00:22:01] TRG/Kibla/peter getting inside7wondering/some children around him







 Edit



TR9


	 [00:00:01 - 00:33:27] TRG/Kibla/peter-object


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:58] TRG/Kibla/Object/starting up


	 [00:01:47 - 00:02:20] TRG/Kibla/Object/space zoomed out/no contrast


	 [00:02:20 - 00:03:59] TRG/Kibla/Object/peter playing front view, no audience/some people passing by


	 [00:04:00 - 00:04:28] TRG/Kibla/Object/peter and audience/front


	 [00:04:29 - 00:08:32] TRG/Kibla/Object/peter playing, filmed from the side+audience and back to peter again


	 [00:08:37 - 00:10:45] TRG/Kibla/Object/peter from the side/back/close up


	 [00:10:45 - 00:13:38] TRG/Kibla/Object/front view from the tree side bits of audience, some times filming sides


	 [00:13:40 - 00:21:26] TRG/Kibla/Object/peter playing, front view/close up


	 [00:21:27 - 00:23:12] TRG/Kibla/Object/person lying down+space+column


	 [00:23:13 - 00:26:54] TRG/Kibla/Object/back to peter, front view


	 [00:27:00 - 00:33:31] TRG/Kibla/Object/peter playing, some times filming sides with people


	 [00:33:31 - 00:43:39] TRG/Kibla/pix-fiju


	 [00:43:39 - 00:47:15] TRG/Kibla/sia massaging girls feet


	 [00:47:16 - 00:49:29] TRG/Kibla/3girls playing in the space/going under the floor/playing with the trees


	 [00:00:01 - 00:12:27] TRG/Kibla/visuals on the helmet/pink-blue light/visuals on the blob/filming tentacles-closeup/pix sleeping on the blob







 Edit



TR10/Brussels/Day2


	 [00:00:00 - 00:00:45] TRG/brussels/Nadine - mark begins to play/very dark/can't see much/


	 [00:00:46 - 00:01:38] TRG/brussels/Nadine/Marc i splaying,/close-up on instruments/sound/little blue screens/close-up/


	 [00:01:38 - 00:02:59] TRG/brussels/Nadine/sound/visuals on B/W screen-filmed instruments from very close-up


	 [00:03:00 - 00:04:31] TRG/brussels/Nadine/changing sound, slowing down/different instruments-yellow-black stripe box/close-up


	 [00:04:31 - 00:05:20] TRG/brussels/Nadine/finished playing, everyone clapping hands, asking for more


	 [00:05:21 - 00:06:18] TRG/brussels/Nadine/instruments from close up on B/W screen/see how objects working


	 [00:06:18 - 00:06:56] TRG/brussels/Nadine/filming different instruments/mark behind instruments/lots of moving camera/


	 [00:07:11 - 00:08:17] TRG/brussels/Nadine/concert is finished/audience looking at the instruments/drinking wine, talking


	 [00:08:18 - 00:08:40] TRG/brussels/Nadine/filming instruments from close-up/can hear people talking


	 [00:08:40 - 00:12:16] TRG/brussels/Nadine/dark/people talking drinking/nik as DJ


	 [00:12:16 - 00:12:40] TRG/brussels/BSB/ party/dance flour/stage/visuals on screen and inflatable


	 [00:12:40 - 00:17:39] TRG/brussels/BSB/ party/filmed from VD's tables/see visuals on inflatable and another 2screens/hans is DJ'ing







 Edit



TR11/Brussels/Day2


	 [00:00:00 - 00:01:57] TRG/brussels/Nadine/day one/the end of symposium


	 [00:00:02 - 00:02:21] TRG/brussels/Nadine/day2/food preparation/rasa, maja, lina in Nadine kitchen


	 [00:02:32 - 00:03:27] TRG/brussels/Nadine/Kibla's sound-visual performance/guys face-close-up


	 [00:03:27 - 00:03:34] TRG/brussels/Nadine/dark


	 [00:03:35 - 00:04:11] TRG/brussels/Nadine/Kibla's sound-visual performance/guys face-close-up


	 [00:04:12 - 00:05:27] TRG/brussels/Nadine/Kibla/screen, see sound+visuals-lines


	 [00:05:28 - 00:07:14] TRG/brussels/Nadine/Kibla/very dark/can see bit of face+sound


	 [00:07:14 - 00:08:25] TRG/brussels/Nadine/Back to visuals+sound


	 [00:08:26 - 00:10:42] TRG/brussels/Nadine/people talking, drinking wine/nothing interesting


	 [00:10:43 - 00:11:44] TRG/brussels/Nadine/marc starting hie instrument's concert


	 [00:11:45 - 00:13:24] TRG/brussels/Nadine/tv's screens/ camera moving to different objects, going to the B/W screen/sound changing in the back


	 [00:13:42 - 00:14:13] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ B/W screen, instruments projected on it/close-up


	 [00:14:14 - 00:15:02] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ from bW screen going to instruments/sometimes close-up/


	 [00:15:02 - 00:15:45] TRG/brussels/Nadine/some instruments close-up/ changes in sound


	 [00:15:52 - 00:16:42] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ BW screen, instruments projected on it


	 [00:16:47 - 00:17:29] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ camera moves to other instruments/camera moves a lot


	 [00:17:30 - 00:18:22] TRG/brussels/Nadine/instrument/yellow box with black stripes with the moving propeller in the middle


	 [00:18:22 - 00:18:37] TRG/brussels/Nadine/nothing good


	 [00:18:38 - 00:19:30] TRG/brussels/Nadine/detailed instrument/close-up


	 [00:19:40 - 00:20:49] TRG/brussels/Nadine/instruments on BW screen


	 [00:20:49 - 00:23:35] TRG/brussels/Nadine/nothing much


	 [00:23:35 - 00:24:14] TRG/brussels/Nadine/instruments on BW screens


	 [00:24:35 - 00:25:30] TRG/brussels/Nadine/marc's face behind the instrument/not very sharp/


	 [00:25:31 - 00:25:49] TRG/brussels/Nadine/changing in sound and images/camera moving/not sharp


	 [00:25:51 - 00:26:43] TRG/brussels/Nadine/metal disc turning/view on BW screen/


	 [00:26:50 - 00:27:27] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ the same instrument(metal disc)but not on the screen/in action


	 [00:27:34 - 00:30:06] TRG/brussels/Nadine/metal disc turning/view on BW screen/


	 [00:35:32 - 00:36:14] TRG/brussels/Nadine/after concert/filming not active objects/close-up


	 [00:36:29 - 00:36:54] TRG/brussels/Nadine/after concert/filming not active objects/close-up/different one


	 [00:38:27 - 00:38:39] TRG/brussels/Nadine/after concert/filming not active objects/close-up/different one


	 [00:39:09 - 00:39:32] TRG/brussels/Nadine/after concert/filming not active objects/close-up/different one


	 [00:41:19 - 00:42:19] TRG/brussels/Nadine/chill-out room/foam visuals on lycra/peoples silhouette in front of visuals


	 [00:42:19 - 00:42:42] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ nothing interesting


	 [00:43:09 - 00:44:19] TRG/brussels/Nadine/maja making cocktails/very dark


	 [00:44:20 - 00:44:50] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ glass with cocktails, in front of coloured light


	 [00:44:53 - 00:45:53] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ maja making cocktails


	 [00:48:57 - 00:50:10] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ tim and sia talking


	 [00:50:51 - 00:52:10] TRG/brussels/Nadine/ sia dancing/turning skirt performance:)







 Edit



Sonokids


	 [00:01:54 - 00:02:42] sonokids/empty space/general view/close-up


	 [00:03:36 - 00:04:21] sonokids/empty space/filming around


	 [00:07:11 - 00:07:36] sonokids/empty space/


	 [00:08:12 - 00:08:53] sonokids/space/one person inside/after some time going out.


	 [00:09:10 - 00:12:04] sonokids/first children inside/girls playing


	 [00:16:05 - 00:16:39] sonokids/girls jumping in/ inside the space


	 [00:18:57 - 00:20:34] sonokids/boys jumping in/ inside the space/exchange of kids







 Edit



xmedk





 Edit



X1 (=TR4)




[–:–:– - –:–:–]





 Edit



X2


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:16] XMEDK/Halloy/majas and linas walk/total time/


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:34] XMEDK/Halloy/filming the wall with plants growing out


	 [00:00:35 - 00:01:13] XMEDK/Halloy/trees/tunnel/little frog-prince


	 [00:01:14 - 00:02:16] XMEDK/Halloy/walking under the tunnel/little river and bridge/under water plants


	 [00:00:01 - 00:06:58] XMEDK/Halloy/Erik showing and explaining his day experience


	 [00:08:16 - 00:17:16] XMEDK/Halloy/Sara showing and explaining her day experience


	 [00:19:00 - 00:41:23] XMEDK/Halloy/Tom showing and explaining his day experience


	 [00:41:24 - 00:49:00] XMEDK/Halloy/Erik and Pablo showing them work in the castle/evening presentations


	 [00:50:50 - 00:54:30] XMEDK/Halloy/Pablo presentation of his work/evening presentations


	 [00:54:32 - 00:59:31] XMEDK/Halloy/Eriks presentation of his work/evening presentations







 Edit



X3


	 [00:00:01 - 00:40:38] XMEDK/Halloy/group discussion on how build up the world concept/out side on the dinner table/


	 [00:40:39 - 01:02:15] XMEDK/Halloy/julians presentation of select parks and his work/seller-working place







 Edit



X4


	 [00:00:01 - 00:34:52] XMEDK/Halloy/julians presentation of select parks and his work/Fiju


	 [00:35:05 - 01:02:24] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/blender total time of one session


	 [00:35:05 - 00:53:00] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/blender explanation to participants, working on computers


	 [00:53:00 - 01:00:10] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/action on the screen/screen only/hear julians explanation


	 [01:00:10 - 01:00:31] XMEDK/Halloy/julians face/close up


	 [01:00:31 - 01:02:24] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/action on the screen/screen only/hear julians explenation







 Edit



X5


	 [00:00:01 - 00:13:48] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/screen shot/cube transformation


	 [00:13:48 - 00:15:05] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/explanation to participants/work on computers


	 [00:15:10 - 00:26:20] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/screen shots, building up 'T' form/different figure-pipes


	 [00:35:17 - 00:36:10] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/3D monkey head model


	 [00:37:33 - 00:41:36] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/long 3D forms+explanations


	 [00:41:38 - 01:01:50] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/screen shot, not too exiting






[01:01:50 - 01:02:30] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/multiplying cubes on screen.





 Edit



X6


	 [00:03:55 - 00:11:11] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/explaining to participants/distance view


	 [00:13:00 - 00:20:00] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/cubes on 4screens


	 [00:20:00 - 00:26:37] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/cubes different transformation/making bloby shapes/screen only


	 [00:41:20 - 00:42:37] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/lots of cubes in space







 Edit



X7


	 [00:18:00 - 00:20:14] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/view on participant's computers, animated objects


	 [00:41:00 - 00:48:25] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/explanation about sound







 Edit



X8


	 [00:00:01 - 00:05:59] XMEDK/Halloy/julian/explaining/nothing interesting







 Edit



X9


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:30] XMEDK/Halloy/computer game/action/pop music


	 [00:02:32 - 00:11:36] XMEDK/Halloy/sensor explanation/julian standing in front of sensor system on the wall


	 [00:11:38 - 00:18:16] XMEDK/Halloy/niks explanations about sensor system+showing sensors, explaining rotation, what sensors measure


	 [00:18:06 - 00:52:24] XMEDK/Halloy/maja and others trying out sensors, how it works/participants, nik+julian and projections on the wall


	 [00:52:24 - 01:00:14] XMEDK/Halloy/tom explaining how he understands the way world is been created, pablo dont understand







 Edit



X10


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:37] XMEDK/Halloy/projection on the wall/mashes in blender


	 [00:02:38 - 00:13:43] XMEDK/Halloy/julian manipulating 3D shape with senors/Erik is trying as well


	 [00:04:07 - 00:04:42] XMEDK/Halloy/people working in computer room


	 [00:04:43 - 00:07:56] XMEDK/Halloy/images of tunnel on the wall/flip explaining /trying sensors.


	 [00:07:57 - 00:11:18] XMEDK/Halloy/comp. screens, Erik explaining what he did. tom and Pablo, sara in to discussion as well:how to make things working


	 [00:11:18 - 00:14:36] XMEDK/Halloy/flip trying sensors, sara as well looking at on what tunnel is reacting/yellow


	 [00:14:37 - 00:15:43] XMEDK/Halloy/sara in front to comp. trying sensors


	 [00:15:44 - 00:21:59] XMEDK/Halloy/design session of how to make tunnel from plastic.


	 [00:22:09 - 00:23:00] XMEDK/Halloy/ back inside of computer room


	 [00:23:05 - 00:24:48] XMEDK/Halloy/pablo fixing plastic inside the tunnel


	 [00:25:07 - 00:31:14] XMEDK/Halloy/projections on the plastic/dark outside, filmed from inside







 Edit



X11


	 [00:00:07 - 00:08:40] XMEDK/Brussels/expectations of participants of the workshop


	 [00:08:41 - 00:31:59] XMEDK/Brussels/maja explaining what foam is doing and why/getting in to discussion


	 [00:33:40 - 01:02:28] XMEDK/Brussels/visual presentation, overview of mixed realities







 Edit



X12


	 [00:00:04 - 01:01:55] XMEDK/Brussels/Yon's presentation on what he is doing as well as introduction for workshop/projection on the wall/ on 54min.-sound sample







 Edit



X13


	 [00:00:01 - 00:21:02] XMEDK/Brussels/yon's presentation continues from tape X12/






nik's voice behind the camera/getting in to discussion


	 [00:22:12 - 00:35:37] XMEDK/Brussels/yon is going out of camera, here only voices


	 [00:37:50 - 01:00:44] XMEDK/Brussels/yon-karmen presenting different sensors,participants trying them out






[01:00:44 - 01:02:29] XMEDK/Brussels/showing patches on the wall





 Edit



X14(illumine)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:04:03] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/Camila in silicon dress/hanging/try out


	 [00:04:04 - 00:11:14] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/Isabel in metal dress/try out


	 [00:11:15 - 00:12:53] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/electric spine in the dark


	 [00:00:01 - 00:04:15] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/Camila in black dress, under-silicon dress


	 [00:04:16 - 00:12:05] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/Isabel with silicon dress and inflated head


	 [00:12:10 - 00:17:30] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/maja hanging/blue visuals on the wall


	 [00:17:32 - 00:21:55] Illumine/Camila/Isabel/metal dress/Camila hanging/try out







 Edit



X15 (tape has defect)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:09:46] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Caroline interviewing Erik


	 [00:09:47 - 00:16:02] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Caroline interviewing German Girl


	 [00:16:03 - 00:24:07] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Caroline interviewing Hungarian playboy


	 [00:24:09 - 00:33:25] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Caroline interviewing Bart


	 [00:33:38 - 00:43:03] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Bart interviewing Tim


	 [00:43:10 - 00:47:14] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Caroline interviewing German Girl


	 [00:14:04 - 00:24:12] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Bart interviewing Tom


	 [00:24:16 - 00:28:58] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Bart interviewing Karmen







 Edit



X16 (xmedk+illumine)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:01:47] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Bart interviewing Karmen


	 [00:01:50 - 00:12:57] XMEDK/Brussels/Interviews/Bart interviewing Caroline


	 [00:12:59 - 00:17:40] Illumine/Camila-Isabel/+maja talking


	 [00:17:49 - 00:26:19] Illumine/Camila-Isabel/isabel testing sensors/hanging


	 [00:26:20 - 00:28:51] Illumine/Camila-Isabel/isabel hanging with metal dress/testing


	 [00:00:01 - 00:05:55] Illumine/Camila-Isabel/black dress+metal dress/isabel trying out


	 [00:05:56 - 00:11:16] Illumine/Camila-Isabel/testing metal dress/green visuals


	 [00:11:17 - 00:12:27] Illumine/Camila-Isabel/bought hanging







 Edit



X17


	 [00:00:01 - 00:04:15] XMEDK/Brussels/building up cocoon/group B/Pablo and Bart


	 [00:04:16 - 00:05:46] XMEDK/Brussels/Carolin sawing/general view of working place/group A brainstorming


	 [00:05:47 - 00:08:26] XMEDK/Brussels/Pablo and Bart brainstorming and testing cocoon


	 [00:08:52 - 00:10:09] XMEDK/Brussels/projection on cocoon


	 [00:10:16 - 00:14:27] XMEDK/Brussels/group A, space design+projections/very dark/images on materials


	 [00:14:28 - 00:16:07] XMEDK/Brussels/tom and Carolin building up ph. space/map paper on the wall


	 [00:16:08 - 00:17:00] XMEDK/Brussels/group B, nik explaining something next to computers, camera going towards group A/discussion/blue light


	 [00:17:01 - 00:18:14] XMEDK/Brussels/Bart inside cocoon/testing microphone inside/projections on the wall


	 [00:20:50 - 00:32:50] XMEDK/Brussels/group B testing group A environment, very dark/3 people inside


	 [00:32:50 - 00:39:10] XMEDK/Brussels/3 people inside/ environment changes visuals


	 [00:39:39 - 00:42:40] XMEDK/Brussels/Carolin interviewing Erik


	 [00:42:42 - 00:47:02] XMEDK/Brussels/somebody inside testing cocoon


	 [00:47:04 - 00:50:38] XMEDK/Brussels/Carolin interviewing Bart


	 [00:50:40 - 00:54:20] XMEDK/Brussels/Carolin interviewing Alin







 Edit



X18


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:23] XMEDK/Halloy/pablo and erik presentation of them work/visual


	 [00:02:40 - 00:09:44] XMEDK/Halloy/saras presentation/visual


	 [00:09:46 - 00:22:21] XMEDK/Halloy/tom's presentation/visual


	 [00:22:22 - 00:35:18] XMEDK/Halloy/flips and martas presentation/just talking/not interesting/very dark


	 [00:35:19 - 01:02:30] XMEDK/Halloy/drawing session of objects they fount on the firs day in halloy







 Edit



X19


	 [00:00:01 - 00:30:57] XMEDK/Brussels/Yon's Karmens presentation on sensors, continues/patches on the wall projected on the wall/yons explanation how it works


	 [00:31:00 - 00:33:57] XMEDK/Brussels/one sound sample performed by Yon's playing with sensor and screening patches


	 [00:33:58 - 00:45:48] XMEDK/Brussels/Nik's explanation on sensor data transforming in to visuals/camera tracking system/Carolin dancing-trying it out


	 [00:45:49 - 00:52:19] XMEDK/Brussels/Nik and Yon continuing presentation/not interesting







 Edit



X20


	 [00:00:01 - 00:08:45] XMEDK/Brussels/tim is getting inside cocoon


	 [00:08:50 - 00:18:11] XMEDK/Brussels/Bart interviewing Tom


	 [00:18:13 - 00:24:17] XMEDK/Brussels/Bart interviewing Tim


	 [00:24:18 - 00:29:41] XMEDK/Brussels/Bart interviewing Karmen


	 [00:29:47 - 00:30:42] XMEDK/Brussels/carrot dinner


	 [00:32:42 - 00:34:21] XMEDK/Brussels/Caroline+Tim+Lina in space made by group A/nice


	 [00:34:34 - 00:39:11] XMEDK/Brussels/cocoon from different angles, later on Hans is getting in


	 [00:39:46 - 00:44:26] XMEDK/Brussels/Maja in cocoon


	 [00:45:27 - 00:50:58] XMEDK/Brussels/Rotterdam/deaf


	 [00:50:58 - 01:02:24] lunch time lectures/Joost







 Edit



illumine





 Edit



I1 (camilla & isabel)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:28] C.&I./cocky putting picture on the flours/Isabel's comment


	 [00:00:28 - 00:02:20] C.&I./cocky's pictures from close up/wind dress


	 [00:02:21 - 00:02:28] C.&I./cocky and Camilla talking about pictures


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:27] C.&I./video projection on the walls/roomades gallery/blue-green light


	 [00:00:27 - 00:01:24] C.&I./camilla hanging with silicone dress/blue-green light


	 [00:01:25 - 00:03:38] C.&I./camilla's hands/close up/ getting distance/dancing against the wall/blue-green light


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:18] C.&I./camilla dancing/testing projector/lines/blue-green lights


	 [00:00:19 - 00:00:36] C.&I./discussion on dress design


	 [00:00:37 - 00:03:39] C.&I./camilla hanging/dancing


	 [00:03:40 - 00:03:46] C.&I./discussing about air going out of the inflated dress


	 [00:03:47 - 00:04:06] C.&I./inflating camillas dress/keeps the same visuals on the walls


	 [00:04:06 - 00:07:17] C.&I./camilla/filmed more from distance/inflated silicone dress/in filming involved more architecture.


	 [00:07:26 - 00:09:50] C.&I./camilla on the flour/close up/bit dark/dancing around the column/making sound by rubbing silicon against the column


	 [00:09:51 - 00:14:42] C.&I./camilla on the top of horizontal pillar/dancing up there


	 [00:14:43 - 00:16:48] C.&I./stopped dancing/just sitting and talking to us/discussing


	 [00:16:49 - 00:17:26] C.&I./dancing/hanging on the rope/going out of camera reach







 Edit



I2 (camilla & isabel)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:16] C.&I./up site down filming


	 [00:00:17 - 00:01:00] C.&I./starofoam cushions/camilla preparing for performance


	 [00:01:01 - 00:06:20] C.&I./staring performance with EL spine/blue projection on the wall


	 [00:06:32 - 00:14:48] C.&I./isabel and stevie reading text/sitting next to tech table/faces from close up


	 [00:14:51 - 00:16:04] C.&I./camilla/black dress/isabels voice introducing the peace


	 [00:16:14 - 00:20:32] C.&I./camilla start dancing/black dress/breathing effect,/light-dark effects, shadows/blues light


	 [00:20:33 - 00:21:53] C.&I./some stuff from close up continues-black dress/mikrofon…..


	 [00:21:54 - 00:30:32] C.&I./camilla/black dress/breathing effect,/light-dark effects, shadows/blues light


	 [00:30:32 - 00:31:05] C.&I./close up of camillas head


	 [00:31:06 - 00:33:03] C.&I./continues/filming from the distance


	 [00:33:26 - 00:34:55] C.&I./maja presenting and explaining about what is going to happened/next to tech table


	 [00:35:20 - 00:41:24] C.&I./Faraday cadges/very dark/stevie playing in the background


	 [00:41:25 - 00:43:06] C.&I./Faraday/close up-shadow on the wall


	 [00:43:06 - 00:43:18] C.&I./back filming from the distance.


	 [00:43:18 - 00:46:14] C.&I./stevie playing/sitting next to tech. table


	 [00:46:24 - 00:52:59] C.&I./back to dancing-hanging


	 [00:53:00 - 00:54:03] C.&I./lina helping camilla to go down


	 [00:54:04 - 00:54:11] C.&I./maja surrounded by 'white girls'


	 [00:54:11 - 00:54:32] C.&I./lina running away from camera/thech table.


	 [00:54:33 - 00:55:31] C.&I./camilla with silicone dress on the horizontal column


	 [00:55:31 - 00:56:12] C.&I./camilla's face/close up.


	 [00:56:13 - 00:57:05] C.&I./same from the distance


	 [00:57:05 - 00:57:28] C.&I./camillas leg and tattoo/dress-close up


	 [00:57:29 - 01:00:37] C.&I./from the distance







 Edit



I3 (camilla & isabel)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:48] C.&I./cocky/camilla/isabel stretching/putting dress on/first gallery


	 [00:00:49 - 00:01:50] C.&I./camilla testing black dress/dancing


	 [00:01:50 - 00:02:27] C.&I./camilla discussing/explaining how and what she want to do.


	 [00:02:28 - 00:06:48] C.&I./dancing


	 [00:06:49 - 00:07:47] C.&I./camila hanging on the rope/isabel helping-taking chair away


	 [00:07:48 - 00:12:02] C.&I./camilla hanging-dancing-swinging on the rope


	 [00:12:02 - 00:12:48] C.&I./staring dance from the four/around the column


	 [00:12:48 - 00:15:55] C.&I./testing black dress/someone for short time walks in front of camera


	 [00:15:55 - 00:18:40] C.&I./camilla reattaching herself from the rope/standing/thinking/dancing around the column/going on the flour


	 [00:18:41 - 00:22:05] C.&I./isabel-blue dress/stretching against the wall/cocky appearing for short time/talking-discussing/attaching herself to the rope


	 [00:22:06 - 00:35:48] C.&I./isabel/blue dress-dancing/test


	 [00:00:01 - 00:00:28] C.&I./camilla climbing the rope in the first part of gallery/very bluer image


	 [00:00:29 - 00:05:34] C.&I./same thing, but image is sharp/dance on the rope, climbing from the top to the ground


	 [00:05:40 - 00:09:17] C.&I./starting again, doing different tricks/testing rope/swinging/going away


	 [00:09:18 - 00:10:23] C.&I./isabel hanging from rope from the column/maja and camilla helping/testing harness


	 [00:10:23 - 00:12:18] C.&I./isabel testing sensor on her arm,nik asking to move it


	 [00:12:19 - 00:19:35] C.&I./the same, just with the sound generated my isabels movements


	 [00:19:36 - 00:25:08] C.&I./maja and camilla coming to isabel and helping her to come down, talking, discussing about sensors. maja taking sensors off and putting on camilla.







 Edit



I4 (camilla & isabel)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:19] C.&I./camila on the top of horizontal column, wearing silicon dress/bluish-greenish visuals/distance filming


	 [00:02:19 - 00:02:42] C.&I./closeup filming of the same period


	 [00:02:42 - 00:08:35] C.&I./same, just back to distance


	 [00:00:02 - 00:17:04] C.&I./camila/black dress/using microphone for breathing effects/big contrast/black-green-shadow


	 [00:00:01 - 00:20:34] C.&I./Faraday cadges/very dark, see nothing/possibly camilla hanging/discussion/music


	 [00:20:35 - 00:24:56] C.&I./lights one/camilla and isabel hanging from the sealing/F.C. -discussion -how to perform







 Edit



I5 (camilla & isabel)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:03:10] C.&I./lina attaching balloon to camillas head/inflating it/putting more air in to dress/no visuals


	 [00:03:11 - 00:03:57] C.&I./camilla dancing/no visuals


	 [00:03:57 - 00:04:57] C.&I./nothing happening/empty studio


	 [00:05:10 - 00:08:53] C.&I./yellow lights on/camilla dancing/shadow


	 [00:08:54 - 00:09:52] C.&I./empty space


	 [00:09:53 - 00:11:11] C.&I./camilla is back/hanging-dancing


	 [00:11:11 - 00:14:27] C.&I./empty


	 [00:14:28 - 00:16:35] C.&I./isabela in metal dress/starts dancing from the corner/darkish-blue lights


	 [00:16:36 - 00:22:35] C.&I./isabel rolling against the wall, towards camera/lights tryout/


	 [00:22:36 - 00:24:58] C.&I./same rubbing the wall but in different direction/very slow


	 [00:24:58 - 00:26:10] C.&I./empty


	 [00:26:11 - 00:27:05] C.&I./isabel appearing in front of camera/with metal dress


	 [00:27:06 - 00:27:24] C.&I./very dark/nothing


	 [00:27:25 - 00:27:51] C.&I./very dark/EL spine appearing/discussion


	 [00:27:51 - 00:28:52] C.&I./voices continues/dark


	 [00:28:53 - 00:34:01] C.&I./dark, dancing spine/see very low on the screen


	 [00:34:02 - 00:35:25] C.&I./dark/just voices


	 [00:35:25 - 00:36:01] C.&I./light/shadows on the wall of camilla/ball


	 [00:36:02 - 00:37:51] C.&I./dark/nothing


	 [00:37:52 - 00:38:25] C.&I./isabila hanging with metal dress/normal light


	 [00:38:32 - 00:41:50] C.&I./camilla dancing with black dress, with balloon on her head, she has silicon dress under black and EL spine on, which appears time from time. spine switches off and Camilla takes the black dress of.


	 [00:41:51 - 00:44:49] C.&I./camilla dancing, there is visuals on the corners of the screen, cant see very sharp. darkish image


	 [00:45:19 - 00:47:07] C.&I./visuals on the wall/no people


	 [00:47:08 - 00:57:01] C.&I./isabel and maja coming in to the view/maja hanging on harness/isabel walking here and there


	 [00:57:02 - 00:57:56] C.&I./more general light/still the same setup/see more things around.


	 [00:57:56 - 00:59:44] C.&I./lights off/maja hanging on harness/projection on


	 [00:59:44 - 01:02:20] C.&I./maja coming down/isabel/camilla/dark, just visuals/camilla coming with metal dress







 Edit



(KarmenYon  I6 (Karmen & Yon)


	 [00:00:03 - 00:00:21] Y.&K./white inflatible out of roomades gallery on the street


	 [00:00:22 - 00:00:32] Y.&K./inside of inflatible/light


	 [00:00:32 - 00:01:40] Y.&K./inside of space/very dark/ see nothing


	 [00:01:43 - 00:02:00] Y.&K./


	 [00:02:00 - 00:02:20] Y.&K./


	 [00:02:21 - 00:02:47] Y.&K./


	 [00:02:48 - 00:03:27] Y.&K./


	 [00:03:28 - 00:03:38] Y.&K./


	 [00:03:38 - 00:03:56] Y.&K./


	 [00:03:56 - 00:05:00] Y.&K./


	 [00:05:00 - 00:05:45] Y.&K./


	 [00:05:45 - 00:05:52] Y.&K./


	 [00:05:53 - 00:07:43] Y.&K./


	 [00:07:44 - 00:14:16] Y.&K./


	 [00:14:17 - 00:16:15] Y.&K./


	 [00:16:21 - 00:17:06] Y.&K./


	 [00:17:07 - 00:19:48] Y.&K./


	 [00:19:49 - 00:22:58] Y.&K./


	 [00:22:59 - 00:22:10] Y.&K./


	 [00:22:10 - 00:23:13] Y.&K./


	 [00:23:13 - 00:23:16] Y.&K./


	 [00:23:16 - 00:24:55] Y.&K./







 Edit



I7




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



evolve





 Edit



E1




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



E2




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



nourish





 Edit



N1




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



tension





 Edit



T1 (ana rewakowicz)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:02:54] Ana Rew./close up filming/details on the dress/pipes/tubes and act.


	 [00:02:55 - 00:03:11] Ana Rew./dark filming/something greenish, not really clear


	 [00:03:12 - 00:04:31] Ana Rew./filming outside doors/ana walking down the stairs with her dress/crossing bridge


	 [00:04:32 - 00:05:40] Ana Rew./walking next to canal/close up/filmed from the back/see the car accident


	 [00:05:55 - 00:07:52] Ana Rew./going down to the metro/escalator/waiting for metro to arrive


	 [00:07:53 - 00:09:13] Ana Rew./waiting next to the metro track/metro coming/getting in to the metro


	 [00:09:15 - 00:09:28] Ana Rew./in the metro/talking to the people


	 [00:09:28 - 00:11:38] Ana Rew./going out of metro by escalator


	 [00:11:45 - 00:17:48] Ana Rew./outside, ana talking on phone/walking/long walk next to big glass buildings/filmed from back/side/walking up the stairs


	 [00:18:18 - 00:22:34] Ana Rew./meeting people on the top of the stairs/talking with people/explaining to people how dress works


	 [00:22:35 - 00:24:37] Ana Rew./anna walking away from people to inflate dress


	 [00:24:39 - 00:39:28] Ana Rew./all process of inflating and deflating dress/raining







 Edit



T2 (ana rewakowicz/atomium)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:07:03] Ana Rew./ana testing dress in studio/inflating it/filming close up


	 [00:07:04 - 00:11:26] Ana Rew./lina helping ana to put on the dress/fixing/filmed in studio


	 [00:11:40 - 00:12:53] Ana Rew./going down the stairs/walking inside parking place


	 [00:13:00 - 00:15:54] Ana Rew./walking on the street/going to metro


	 [00:15:56 - 00:16:55] Ana Rew./inside the metro/walking down the escalator/getting in to the metro


	 [00:16:56 - 00:17:11] Ana Rew./in the metro


	 [00:17:12 - 00:19:46] Ana Rew./going out of metro to the atomium/looking for the spot on the grass


	 [00:19:47 - 00:20:41] Ana Rew./on the stairs of atomium.


	 [00:20:43 - 00:47:43] Ana Rew./inflating process of dress on the grass, next to atomium


	 [00:47:56 - 00:49:00] Ana Rew./inside atomiun/in the lift


	 [00:49:00 - 00:49:52] Ana Rew./inside atomiun/going by escalator/greenish light


	 [00:49:53 - 00:51:10] Ana Rew./inside atomium/in room with metal balls


	 [00:51:11 - 00:53:50] Ana Rew./going down/red escalator


	 [00:53:55 - 00:56:18] Ana Rew./getting out of atomium/folding dress outside







 Edit



T3 (ana rewakowicz/Tallin)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:03:31] Ana Rew./walking up the stairs, very big once/standing in front of the sea


	 [00:03:33 - 00:17:33] Ana Rew./on the same spot inflating her dress with herself inside/talking to people around


	 [00:17:35 - 00:19:51] Ana Rew./going down the stairs







 Edit



T4 (rednet)


	 [00:00:52 - 00:01:24] Red net/Kayle and Heath stretching net in studio between columns


	 [00:02:03 - 00:03:14] Red net/Heath trying out the net by walking on it


	 [00:03:17 - 00:03:45] Red net/net knots from close up


	 [00:03:50 - 00:06:06] Red net/Maja in the net/Ana joining in later on


	 [00:06:08 - 00:06:59] Red net/Nik putting inflatable one the net for Maja and Ana to play with


	 [00:07:00 - 00:07:30] Red net/Ana on the net on the starofoam cushion


	 [00:07:31 - 00:11:53] Red net/Heath inside the inflatable, on the net


	 [00:11:55 - 00:13:14] Red net/Heath got out of it asking Kayle to try it out


	 [00:13:17 - 00:22:17] Red net/Kayle is getting in to inflatable/all process Heath is joining in the end







 Edit



T5 (rednet)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:01:16] Red net/Kayle and Heath walking around the city/checking places/letters in the trees


	 [00:01:17 - 00:03:13] Red net/Heath climbing up the tunnel, next to botanique


	 [00:03:13 - 00:05:39] Red net/buildings/arty filming/note-never give to document to Frederick


	 [00:05:39 - 00:06:27] Red net/Ana/Kayle/Heath climbing over different building blocks/stills


	 [00:06:27 - 00:06:56] Red net/K.&amp;H. walking/climbing/exploring aria/filmed


	 [00:06:57 - 00:09:17] Red net/buildings/stills


	 [00:09:25 - 00:10:10] Red net/Ana,K.&amp; H. exploring city/some filming, very short/for the rest-stills


	 [00:10:25 - 00:11:59] Red net/Heath climbing walls/filmed


	 [00:12:00 - 00:12:26] Red net/stills;&lt;


	 [00:12:27 - 00:13:13] Red net/Heath climbing walls/filmed







 Edit



T6 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:13:32] ardenen/looking for place for workshop


	 [00:13:33 - 00:30:54] Ten.work./talk around the table, all workshop participants is explaining what they did, how they want to proceed, discussion.


	 [00:31:04 - 00:35:53] Ten.work./hiaz explaining hie and rachels work/showing the net they made from elastics on the frame


	 [00:35:54 - 00:38:15] Ten.work./back to the discussion table.


	 [00:38:37 - 01:02:23] Ten.work./Heath and Kayle presenting red net works in front of computer.







 Edit



T7 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:01:57] Ten.work./cocky's white inflatable 2cubes with someone inside, moving


	 [00:01:58 - 00:05:09] Ten.work./people working on different things, filmed general view/Linda trying her first IMR


	 [00:05:10 - 00:12:00] Ten.work./discussion in the meeting room/cocky presenting her work on laptop


	 [00:12:18 - 00:26:20] Ten.work./ana presenting her work on laptop/meeting room


	 [00:26:21 - 01:02:36] Ten.work./cocky speaking about what people wants to do/group discussion/







 Edit



T8 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:01:31] Ten.work./breathing sphere /Ruben inflating


	 [00:01:32 - 00:02:17] Ten.work./Linda and Kayle making inflatable hats/pimping with feet pump


	 [00:02:18 - 00:03:37] Ten.work./Patric and his experiments


	 [00:03:38 - 00:04:30] Ten.work./hiaz and  his Lego domes+rachels elastic weaving


	 [00:04:31 - 00:04:55] Ten.work./linda sealing


	 [00:05:01 - 00:05:37] Ten.work./lina and cocky discussing how to make inflatable out of pleated material


	 [00:05:51 - 00:06:15] Ten.work./filmed from close Lego dome with pvc around it


	 [00:06:24 - 00:07:40] Ten.work./lina inflating pleated shape


	 [00:07:41 - 00:09:13] Ten.work./pleated inf. on the flour/close up


	 [00:09:21 - 00:12:58] Ten.work./patric and his experiments


	 [00:12:59 - 00:14:55] Ten.work./inflating sphere, just a skeleton


	 [00:14:56 - 00:15:59] Ten.work./bits of things happening everywhere/Rachel testing elastics/hiaz playing with sphere


	 [00:15:60 - 00:59:14] Ten.work./discussion around the table who did what and how to continue/ruben showing his sphere inflating system/glicerin on Lego structure







 Edit



T9 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:15:38] Ten.work./rachels presentation in kitchen, on laptop/close up


	 [00:15:39 - 00:30:38] Ten.work./hiaz presentation on his works/laptop/screen.


	 [00:30:44 - 00:44:57] Ten.work./hiaz explaining geodezik sphere system on the model/chopping food sound in the background


	 [00:44:58 - 00:46:20] Ten.work./inflation of pvc ball/thoeun


	 [00:46:21 - 00:46:45] Ten.work./cocky inside inflatable


	 [00:47:08 - 00:49:37] Ten.work./pleater inflatable object/close up/inflating-deflating


	 [00:49:38 - 01:01:06] Ten.work./Ruben inflation his structure/two inflatables inside each other/3 inflatables in each other.






[01:01:40 - 01:02:30] Ten.work./Ruben and thoeun inside on inflatable M.R.





 Edit



T10 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:03:53] Ten.work./maja cooking some white stuff/ with her comments


	 [00:03:54 - 00:07:53] Ten.work./Kayle showing how to make nets/Net knots


	 [00:07:54 - 00:08:22] Ten.work./majas cooking


	 [00:08:23 - 00:09:13] Ten.work./heath inflating triangle/Ruben putting net on the inflatable


	 [00:09:14 - 00:13:05] Ten.work./IMR/test with 3 people inside, sitting on the chair


	 [00:13:06 - 00:15:26] Ten.work./IMR hanging/Linda trying to get inside while its hanging


	 [00:15:27 - 00:30:34] Ten.work./coffee bubbles/lots of it, people playing with it


	 [00:30:36 - 00:32:26] Ten.work./Patric making hot air balloon/testing it inside the office/filming inside the balloon.


	 [00:32:26 - 00:35:20] Ten.work./bringing it outside/putting it on fire


	 [00:35:21 - 00:38:35] Ten.work./balloon flying away/outside from the teras


	 [00:38:37 - 00:52:33] Ten.work./Patric's experiments/inflating with chemical reaction by mixing something


	 [00:52:40 - 00:53:40] Ten.work./people playing with PU inflatable/very dark/cocky inside the  PU.


	 [00:54:42 - 00:57:59] Ten.work./successful inflation from chemical reaction inside.


	 [00:58:00 - 01:02:31] Ten.work./another experiment of Patric/copper in some liquid + inside inflatable thing







 Edit



T11 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:21 - 00:03:13] Ten.work./Patric's mini acid bomb/just about to explode/changing colour


	 [00:03:14 - 00:04:18] Ten.work./Patric and Ana inflating her dress


	 [00:04:19 - 00:07:59] Ten.work./cocky making knots/Ruben and Ana joining


	 [00:08:00 - 00:08:34] Ten.work./Patric and Linda making dust bomb


	 [00:08:35 - 00:09:05] Ten.work./thoeun and lina inflating thing out of the window


	 [00:09:06 - 00:09:56] Ten.work./testing dust bomb/people around/cloud of dust


	 [00:09:56 - 00:11:38] Ten.work./maja showing lyta muscle how it works/yons prototype/people trying different things


	 [00:11:39 - 00:13:05] Ten.work./filming inflatable which is going out of the window.


	 [00:13:06 - 00:16:57] Ten.work./majas cooking show/chocolate moose


	 [00:17:00 - 00:18:24] Ten.work./crocheting with fishing wire/it might be linda


	 [00:18:26 - 00:20:15] Ten.work./maja making moos/mixing egg white/after with chocolate


	 [00:20:16 - 00:23:33] Ten.work./patric and linda making dust bomb


	 [00:23:34 - 00:26:12] Ten.work./Rednet people making big inflatable /trying to squeeze it between columns


	 [00:26:13 - 00:26:43] Ten.work./back to dust bomb


	 [00:26:43 - 00:29:02] Ten.work./hiaz and rachel/big inflatable fix in between elastic, people testing it/detailed filming


	 [00:29:02 - 00:34:54] Ten.work./exploded dust bomb/cleaning up/trying to burn dust/keep on experimenting







 Edit



T12 (tension workshop)


	 [00:00:01 - 00:01:34] Ten.work./bit of filming here and there


	 [00:01:34 - 05:05:11] Ten.work./big inflatable cube in th office/filming from outside/short filming of food 00:02:48-00:03.09/lina inside infl. room, ana getting inside too


	 [00:05:12 - 00:08:15] Ten.work./inside of the cube


	 [00:08:16 - 00:12:33] Ten.work./patric's experiments/making a battery


	 [00:12:34 - 00:20:07] Ten.work./maja cooking/ruben is making a dough


	 [00:20:08 - 00:21:59] Ten.work./hiaz playing with shadows on the wall from the frame with elastic net


	 [00:22:00 - 00:32:15] Ten.work./inflating cocky's car in the parking place


	 [00:32:16 - 00:33:14] Ten.work./maja and ruben cooking


	 [00:33:15 - 00:34:04] Ten.work./2 cubes inside each other+lina inside


	 [00:34:05 - 00:34:58] Ten.work./filming from inside/cube tornado


	 [00:34:59 - 00:37:27] Ten.work./filming  from outside/then inside again


	 [00:37:27 - 00:41:04] Ten.work./eating time


	 [00:41:40 - 00:44:23] Ten.work./inflated car is pushed in to the streets


	 [00:44:24 - 00:46:55] Ten.work./preparation for going in to the city center with cocky's and patric's cars, next to the parking gates


	 [00:47:19 - 01:02:15] Ten.work./round table/discussion on day before made work and on what people want to continue







 Edit



drift





 Edit



D1 (= TX1)




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



froth





 Edit



F1


	 [00:00:01 - 00:05:01] Blanco/BSB/building up inflatables in the bsb space


	 [00:05:03 - 00:05:40] Blanco/BSB/dark space, trying out visuals


	 [00:10:16 - 00:15:11] Blanco/BSB/lots of smoke and pvc inflatb./people walking in between/lights on


	 [00:22:33 - 00:22:57] Blanco/BSB/the wall in the window


	 [00:23:26 - 00:23:49] Blanco/BSB/dark/green lights/inflatable/people walking through


	 [00:24:01 - 00:25:36] Blanco/BSB/dark/green lights/inflatable/people walking through


	 [00:27:43 - 00:29:04] Blanco/BSB/moving inflatables in green light







 Edit



F2




[–:–:– - –:–:–]





 Edit



F3




[–:–:– - –:–:–]





 Edit



F4




[–:–:– - –:–:–]





 Edit



F5


	 [00:00:39 - 00:00:52] Litha/food on the grass


	 [00:00:58 - 00:01:16] Litha/projections+column


	 [00:02:18 - 00:02:36] Litha/food on the grass


	 [00:02:40 - 00:03:17] Litha/ball with the drinks and after - general view of the space


	 [00:03:28 - 00:05:26] Litha/food on the lights boxes+drawings


	 [00:09:18 - 00:09:33] Litha/cocktail shaking/close up


	 [00:10:00 - 00:10:17] Litha/projections on the walls, in the space


	 [00:10:20 - 00:10:50] Litha/projections on the walls, in the space


	 [00:11:06 - 00:11:26] Litha/projections on the walls, in the space


	 [00:13:38 - 00:15:00] Litha/projections on the walls, in the space


	 [00:16:54 - 00:17:17] Litha/projections on the walls, in the space


	 [00:20:40 - 00:21:02] Litha/people/food/projections on the walls/


	 [00:21:52 - 00:22:27] Litha/people/food/projections on the walls/


	 [00:25:23 - 00:27:26] Litha/just projections


	 [00:29:09 - 00:29:19] Litha/just projections


	 [00:29:41 - 00:30:48] Litha/rasa dancing:)


	 [00:02:40 - 00:04:07] Litha/green grass track to the toilet nd back to the space/next day







 Edit



F6


	 [00:05:36 - 00:07:50]FOTONS/screens from the front+DJ/BSB







 Edit



F7




[–:–:– - –:–:–]





 Edit



F8


	 [00:00:43 - 00:00:48] Plot/nik and lycra with the drawing


	 [00:00:55 - 00:02:40] Plot/exhibition space/stretched lycra with characters


	 [00:08:01 - 00:08:43] Plot/Time on lycra/close up


	 [00:09:12 - 00:11:19] Plot/Icy Heart-Gorge/lycra


	 [00:11:39 - 00:14:00] Plot/Icy Heart+Reality Waster+blue plot game projections


	 [00:17:34 - 00:19:08] Plot/legs of Time+blue plot game projections


	 [00:19:24 - 00:20:10] Plot/Icy Heart face and blue plot game projections


	 [00:26:30 - 00:27:45] Plot/Tangentoid Oscillator on lycra


	 [00:29:47 - 00:30:44] Plot/cockys inflatable characters


	 [00:22:50 - 00:24:12] Plot/plot game environment projections


	 [00:24:25 - 00:25:16] Plot/cockys inflatable characters


	 [00:25:27 - 00:26:00] Plot/cockys inflatable characters


	 [00:26:26 - 00:26:52] Plot/cockys inflatable characters


	 [00:27:31 - 00:28:01] Plot/cockys inflatable characters


	 [00:28:06 - 00:28:21] Plot/cockys inflatable filmed through lycra


	 [00:29:19 - 00:29:28] Plot/general view in exhibition room/drawings/lycra/projections


	 [00:29:44 - 00:31:00] Plot/character drawings/text+projections in the back







 Edit



F9




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



F10




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



F11




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



F12




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



F13




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



lunch time lectures





 Edit



L1




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



L2 (part on TR2)




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



L3




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



L4




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



L5




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



L6




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–]





 Edit



L7 (part on X20)




[–:–:–:– - –:–:–:–] )





 Edit
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